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ABSTRACT: Basement excavation inevitably causes stress changes in the ground leading to 38 

soil movements which may affect the serviceability and safety of adjacent tunnels. Despite 39 

paying much attention to the basement-tunnel interaction, previous research has mainly 40 

focused on the influence of tunnel location in relation to the basement, tunnel stiffness and 41 

excavation geometry. The effects of sand density and basement wall stiffness on nearby 42 

tunnels due to excavation, however, have so far been neglected. A series of three-dimensional 43 

centrifuge tests were thus carried out in this study to investigate these effects on the complex 44 

basement-tunnel interaction. Moreover, three-dimensional numerical analyses and a 45 

parametric study by adopting hypoplastic sand model were conducted to improve the 46 

fundamental understanding of this complex problem and calculation charts were developed as 47 

a design tool. When the basement was constructed directly above the existing tunnel, 48 

excavation-induced heave and strain were more sensitive to a change in soil density in the 49 

transverse direction than that in the longitudinal direction of the tunnel. Because a looser sand 50 

possesses smaller soil stiffness around the tunnel, the maximum tunnel elongation and 51 

transverse tensile strain increased by more than 20% as the relative sand density decreased by 52 

25%. Moreover, the tensile strain induced along the longitudinal direction was insensitive to 53 

the stiffness of the retaining wall, but that induced along the transverse direction was 54 

significantly reduced by a stiff wall. When the basement was constructed at the side of the 55 

existing tunnel, the use of a diaphragm wall reduced the maximum settlements and tensile 56 

strains induced in the tunnel by up to 22% and 58%, respectively, compared with the use of a 57 

sheet pile wall. Under the same soil density and wall stiffness, excavation induced maximum 58 

movement and tensile strains in the tunnel located at a side of basement were about 30% of 59 

the measured values in the tunnel located directly beneath basement centre.  60 

KEYWORDS: three-dimensional responses, basement excavation, tunnel, sand density, 61 

retaining wall stiffness, calculation chart 62 
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INTRODUCTION 63 

With an increasing demand for new infrastructures in congested urban cities, 64 

underground constructions such as deep excavations have become commonplace. For public 65 

convenience, basement excavations for shopping malls and/or car parks are done very close 66 

to existing tunnels (within a distance of 0.5 times the tunnel diameter as reported by Burford 67 

(1988) and Liu et al. (2011)). But any basement excavations cause stress changes in the 68 

ground leading to soil movements which may in turn induce unacceptable deformations and 69 

stress changes in adjacent tunnels.  70 

To evaluate the basement-tunnel interaction, several researchers simplified it as a plane 71 

strain problem (Doležalová, 2001; Sharma et al., 2001; Hu et al., 2003; Karki, 2006; Zheng 72 

and Wei, 2008). Sharma et al. (2001) conducted a two-dimensional numerical analysis to 73 

investigate tunnel deformation due to adjacent basement excavation. They found that tunnel 74 

deformation decreased with an increase in lining stiffness. Zheng and Wei (2008) carried out 75 

a plane strain numerical parametric study to investigate tunnel deformation and stress 76 

redistribution around the tunnel lining due to basement excavation. They found that the 77 

tunnel deformation mode was closely related to the distance between the tunnel and the 78 

retaining wall. Other researchers have shown that movement and bending moment are 79 

induced in a tunnel not only along its transverse direction but also along its longitudinal 80 

direction as a result of basement excavation (Lo and Ramsay, 1991; Chang et al., 2001; 81 

Meguid et al., 2002; Huang et al., 2012, 2013; Ng et al., 2013b; Shi et al., 2015). Due to 82 

corner effects in a short and narrow excavation, it is expected that excavation induced tunnel 83 

responses at basement centre would be different from those under the plane strain condition. 84 

By conducting a numerical parametric study, Shi et al (2015) investigated three-dimensional 85 

tunnel heave and tensile strain to overlying basement excavation. Influence of excavation 86 
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geometry, sand density, tunnel stiffness and joint stiffness on the basement-tunnel interaction 87 

was explored. 88 

Huang et al. (2012) carried out a series of three-dimensional centrifuge tests in Shanghai 89 

soft clay to investigate the effect of the cover-to-diameter ratio (C/D) on a tunnel’s responses 90 

to overlying basement excavation. The measured maximum tunnel heave was found to 91 

decrease exponentially with an increase in the C/D ratio. However, they did not measure the 92 

bending moments in the tunnel along its longitudinal direction. Huang et al. (2013) conducted 93 

a three-dimensional numerical parametric study to investigate the basement-tunnel interaction 94 

using the Hardening Soil model to simulate soil responses. It is well-known that soil stiffness 95 

is not only strain dependent but also stress path dependent (e.g., Atkinson et al., 1990; Powrie 96 

et al., 1998), but the HS model is unable to capture their effects on soil stiffness. 97 

Ng et al. (2013b) conducted two three-dimensional centrifuge tests in sand to investigate 98 

the influence of basement excavation on an existing tunnel located in either of two horizontal 99 

offsets in relation to the basement. Basement excavations were carried out in medium-dense 100 

sand with relative densities of 68% and 69%. A maximum heave of 0.07% He (final 101 

excavation depth) and settlement of 0.014% He were induced in the tunnel when the 102 

basement was excavated directly above the tunnel and when it was constructed at the side of 103 

the tunnel, respectively. Vertical elongation was induced in the tunnel in the former case, 104 

while distortion was observed in the tunnel in the latter case. An inspection of the measured 105 

strains in the tunnel along its longitudinal direction revealed that the inflection point, i.e. the 106 

point where the shear force was at a maximum, was located 0.8 L (basement length) away 107 

from the basement centre. 108 

Despite paying much attention to the basement-tunnel interaction, previous studies have 109 

mainly focused on the influence of tunnel location in relation to the basement, and the effects 110 

of excavation geometry and tunnel stiffness. The effects of strain and stress path 111 
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dependencies on soil stiffness, however, were often not considered. As the sand density is 112 

reduced, vertical stress relief at the formation level of the basement and soil stiffness around 113 

the tunnel decrease simultaneously. But tunnel responses dominated by reduced stress relief 114 

or soil stiffness were not clear. By collecting 300 case histories, Wang et al. (2010) found that 115 

the mean values of the maximum lateral movement of a sheet pile wall and a diaphragm wall 116 

as a result of basement excavation were 1.5% H and 0.27 % H, respectively, where H was 117 

excavation depth. Thus, the responses of a tunnel located behind a retaining wall may be 118 

significantly affected by wall flexural stiffness.  119 

This paper is a continuation of a previous paper (Ng et al., 2013b) and considers the 120 

influence of sand density and retaining wall stiffness on three-dimensional responses of a 121 

tunnel to basement excavation. Four three-dimensional centrifuge tests were thus designed 122 

and conducted to investigate these effects on the basement-tunnel interaction. In addition, 123 

three-dimensional numerical back-analyses were carried out to enhance the fundamental 124 

understanding of stress transfer mechanisms and soil stiffness around the tunnel. Moreover, a 125 

three-dimensional numerical parametric study was conducted to determine the effects of wall 126 

stiffness on the complex interaction. To capture the effects of strain and stress path 127 

dependencies on soil stiffness, an advanced constitutive model, namely the hypoplastic sand 128 

model, was adopted in the numerical analyses.  129 

 130 

THREE-DIMENSIONAL CENTRIFUGE MODELLING 131 

Experimental program and set-up 132 

Four three-dimensional centrifuge tests were designed and conducted at the 133 

Geotechnical Centrifuge Facility of the Hong Kong University of Science and Technology. 134 

The 400 g-ton centrifuge has an arm radius of 4.2 m (Ng et al., 2001, 2002). In order to have 135 

enough space for installing instruments (i.e., potentiometer and strain gauge) inside the tunnel 136 
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lining, the diameter of the model tunnel cannot be too small. By considering boundary 137 

conditions of entire model package, the model tunnel with a diameter of 100 mm was adopted 138 

in this study. In order to simulate tunnels commonly constructed in many urban cities such as 139 

Taipei, London and Shanghai (e.g., Chang et al., 2001; Mohamad et al., 2010; Sun et al., 140 

2012; Wang et al., 2014), 60 g (i.e., gravitational acceleration) was chosen to give a 141 

corresponding 6 m diameter (in prototype) tunnels. The dimensions of soil were 1245 mm 142 

(length) × 990 mm (width) × 750 mm (depth). According to the relevant scaling laws 143 

summarised in Table 1 (Taylor, 1995), the dimensions of the soil stratum were equivalent to 144 

74.7 m (length), 59.4 m (width) and 45.0 m (depth) in prototype.  145 

Due to time and budget constraints, it is not realistic to conduct centrifuge tests for every 146 

case. For a tunnel located directly underneath basement centre, centrifuge tests were designed 147 

and carried out to investigate the influence of sand density on the basement-tunnel interaction. 148 

On the other hand, numerical parametric study was conducted to explore the influence of wall 149 

stiffness on tunnel responses by overlying excavation, instead of carrying out centrifuge 150 

model tests.  151 

For a tunnel located at a side of basement, excavation induced tunnel responses were 152 

negligible when a diaphragm wall was used as the retaining system (Ng et al., 2013b). In 153 

order to explore tunnel responses when a less stiff retaining system was adopted, one test was 154 

designed to use a sheet pile wall. Similarly, numerical parametric study was decided and 155 

carried out to investigate the effects of sand density to save time and budget. Detailed 156 

measurements in the tests are presented in following sections. 157 

Figure 1 shows a plan view of the centrifuge model. The model wall and tunnel were 158 

assumed to be wished-in-place in each test. A square excavation (on plan) with a side length 159 

of 300 mm (18 m in prototype) was carried out. In the four tests, the distance between the 160 

model wall and the boundary of the container was no less than 2.2 times the final excavation 161 
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depth (2.2 He), which was larger than the influence zone (i.e., 2 He) of ground settlement 162 

behind the retaining wall identified by Peck (1969) for basement excavation in sand. Tests 163 

CD51 and CD68 (with relative sand densities of 51% and 68%, respectively) were designed 164 

to investigate the effects of soil density on the basement-tunnel interaction when the 165 

basement was excavated directly above the tunnel. The diaphragm wall (DW) and the sheet 166 

pile wall (SW) are both typical retaining systems for basement excavation. The sheet pile 167 

wall is used to support basements worldwide provided the final excavation depth is less than 168 

12 m (e.g., Hsieh and Ou, 1998; Long, 2001; Wang et al., 2010). In Tests CD51, CD68 and 169 

SD69, the diaphragm wall was used as the retaining system, while the sheet pile wall was 170 

installed to support the basement in Test SS70. By comparing soil and tunnel responses in 171 

Tests SD69 and SS70, the effects of retaining wall stiffness on the basement-tunnel 172 

interaction were explored. In these two tests, the model tunnel was located at the side of the 173 

basement with a clear distance between its springline and the basement of 25 mm (1.5 m in 174 

prototype). Note that the measured results of Tests CD68 and SD69 have been reported by 175 

Ng et al. (2013b). A summary of the four centrifuge tests is given in Table 2.  176 

Figures 2a & b show elevation views of the centrifuge model. The final excavation 177 

depth (He) was 150 mm, corresponding to 9 m in prototype. The wall penetration depth in 178 

model scale was 75 mm which was half the final excavation depth and exceeded the clear 179 

distance between the tunnel crown and the formation level of the basement (50 mm). Thus, 180 

two arches were made in the walls to accommodate the tunnel in Tests CD51 and CD68 (see 181 

Fig. 2b). The clear distance between the tunnel crown and the arches was 20 mm which was 182 

equivalent to 1.2 m in prototype. Such set-ups have been reported by several researchers (e.g., 183 

Liu et al., 2011; Huang et al., 2012, 2013; Ng et al., 2013b). In this study, basement 184 

excavation was simulated by draining away heavy fluid (ZnCl2). Because of its simplicity, 185 

heavy fluid is commonly used to simulate the effects of excavation by draining the fluid away 186 
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in-flight (e.g., Bolton and Powrie, 1988; Leung et al., 2001, 2003; Zheng et al., 2012). By 187 

doing so, in-situ horizontal stress may not be simulated correctly if the coefficient of earth 188 

pressure at rest (K0) is not equal to 1. For the tests reported in this paper, K0 of sand was 189 

estimated as 0.5 by using the equation proposed by Jáky (1944). Thus, the horizontal stress 190 

acting on retaining wall was over released in this study. However, this over relaxation should 191 

not affect major conclusions drawn from this study. This is because the effects of excavation 192 

on an existing tunnel located below it should be governed mainly by the vertical stress rather 193 

than the horizontal stress relief. The excavation proceeded in three stages where a depth of 50 194 

mm (3 m in prototype) was excavated in each stage. The diameter and initial cover depth of 195 

the model tunnel were 100 and 200 mm (6 and 12 m respectively in prototype), giving a 196 

tunnel cover-to-diameter ratio (C/D) of 2. The distance from the tunnel invert to the bottom 197 

of the model box was 0.45 m (4.5 D) which was equivalent to 27 m in prototype. 198 

 199 

Model wall and tunnel  200 

In all tests, the model wall and tunnel were made from single sheets and a tube of 201 

aluminium alloy, respectively. The influence of joints in the wall and the tunnel was beyond 202 

the scope of this study. In Tests CD51, CD68 and SD69, the aluminium sheets were 12.7 mm 203 

thick and were equivalent to 0.96 m thick concrete walls in prototype, assuming Young’s 204 

modulus (Econcrete) of concrete of 35 GPa. On the other hand, 4 mm thick aluminium sheets 205 

were used to simulate a typical U-type sheet pile wall (i.e., type NSP III with moment of 206 

inertia of 3.24 × 10-4 m4/m in prototype) in Test SS70. The flexural stiffness (EwIw) of the 207 

diaphragm wall was 32 times that of the sheet pile wall.  208 

The model tunnel was 1200 mm long, 100 mm wide and 3 mm thick, corresponding to 209 

72, 6 and 0.18 m in prototype, respectively. At 60 g, it had longitudinal stiffness and 210 
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transverse stiffness equivalent to those of 420 and 230 mm thick concrete slabs (Econcrete = 35 211 

GPa), respectively. 212 

 213 

Model preparation 214 

Considering the complexity of the basement-tunnel interaction, dry Toyoura sand was 215 

adopted in the tests for simplicity. Dry Toyoura sand is a uniform fine sand with a mean grain 216 

size (D50) of 0.17 mm and a specific gravity (Gs) of 2.65 (Ishihara, 1993).  217 

Figure 3a shows the centrifuge model with strain gauge and potentiometer instruments 218 

installed. The pluvial deposition method was used to prepare soil samples. By keeping the 219 

hopper at constant distances of 200 and 500 mm above the sand surface, repeatable relative 220 

sand densities of about 50% and 70% were achieved in the calibration, respectively. The 221 

model tunnel with extension rods was installed once the sand had reached the invert level. An 222 

enlarged base was fixed at the bottom of each extension rod via a screw to increase the 223 

contact area between the rod and the outer surface of the tunnel lining. Each extension rod 224 

was protected by a hollow tube from the surrounding sand to minimise friction and was 225 

connected to a linear variable differential transformer (LVDT) core. A structural frame was 226 

used to temporarily support the retaining wall until pluvial deposition was completed. A 227 

flexible rubber bag was placed inside the basement to contain the heavy fluid (ZnCl2) used to 228 

simulate the effects of basement excavation. After pluvial deposition, the average sand 229 

densities in Tests CD51, CD68, SD69 and SS70 were 1486, 1542, 1546 and 1548 kg/m3, 230 

corresponding to relative densities (Dr) of 51%, 68%, 69% and 70%, respectively. In Test 231 

CD51, the density of heavy fluid (ZnCl2) placed inside basement was 1486 kg/m3, while it 232 

was 1544 kg/m3 in Tests CD68, SD69 and SS70. 233 

 234 

Instrumentation 235 
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The vertical displacements of the tunnel along its longitudinal direction were monitored 236 

by the LVDTs together with extension rods installed at the crown (see Fig. 3a). For Tests 237 

CD51 and CD68 (in which the basement was excavated directly above the tunnel), three 238 

holes were made in the bottom of the rubber bags into which extension rods were inserted. 239 

Any gaps were sealed to prevent leakage of the heavy fluid.  240 

Full-bridge strain gauges for temperature compensation were installed to measure 241 

bending moments induced in the tunnel not only along its transverse direction but also along 242 

its longitudinal direction. Semiconductor strain gauges (SSGs) were mounted on the outer 243 

surfaces of the tunnel to measure bending moments along the longitudinal tunnel direction. 244 

Along the tunnel crown and invert, 23 sets of SSGs were mounted at a spacing of 50 mm. 245 

Moreover, seven sets of SSGs were mounted along the springline at a spacing ranging from 246 

60 to 80 mm. Conventional foil gauges (CFGs) were mounted on the outer and inner surfaces 247 

of the tunnel lining to measure bending moments along the transverse direction (i.e., S1 and 248 

S2). Sections S1 and S2 were located directly beneath and 100 mm (i.e., 0.33 L) away from 249 

the basement centre, respectively. In each monitoring section, eight sets of CFGs were 250 

mounted evenly at an interval of 45˚ around the circumference of the tunnel lining. Based on 251 

the measured bending moments and flexural stiffness of the model tunnel, induced strains in 252 

the tunnel along its longitudinal and transverse directions could be readily deduced by beam 253 

theory.  254 

By installing four potentiometers inside tunnel lining, any increases or decreases in 255 

tunnel diameters could be measured in section S1 (i.e., directly beneath the basement centre). 256 

As shown in Figs. 3b and 3c, four linear potentiometers were fixed onto an aluminium plate 257 

connected to a supporting frame. This lightweight frame was mounted to the lining of 258 

existing tunnel using screws. The linear potentiometer is a variable resistor connected to three 259 

leads. Two leads are connected to both ends of the resistor, thus the resistance between them 260 
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is fixed. Another lead is connected to a slider which can travel along the resistor. Accordingly, 261 

the resistance between the slider and the other two connections is varied. Any change in 262 

tunnel diameter is captured by the travel of the slider, which in turn alters the resistance of a 263 

potentiometer (Todd, 1975). By measuring the voltage between the slider and end of resistor, 264 

the travel distance of the slider (i.e., a change in tunnel diameter) can be calibrated and 265 

determined. Based on the analysis of measured data before the commencement of basement 266 

excavation, the accuracy of each potentiometer was estimated to be ±1 mm in prototype scale 267 

(Ng et al., 2013a). Two Druck PDCR-81 miniature pore pressure transducers were 268 

submerged in heavy fluid (ZnCl2) to monitor the excavation depth. Moreover, one video 269 

camera was installed to record the entire test process.  270 

 271 

Centrifuge testing procedure 272 

Once the centrifuge model had been set up and following a final check, the model 273 

container was transferred to one of the centrifuge arms. Then the centrifuge was gradually 274 

spun up to 60 g. As soon as readings from the transducers had stabilised, the effects of 275 

basement excavation were simulated by draining away the heavy fluid (ZnCl2) from the 276 

flexible rubber bag. Based on measurements from the pore pressure transducers submerged in 277 

the heavy fluid, three excavation stages were simulated in a sequential manner. The 278 

centrifuge was then spun down to 1 g until readings from all transducers again became stable.  279 

 280 

THREE-DIMENSIONAL NUMERICAL ANALYSIS 281 

To enhance the fundamental understanding of stress transfer and soil stiffness around the 282 

existing tunnel, three-dimensional numerical back-analyses of the four centrifuge tests were 283 

carried out using the software package ABAQUS (Hibbitt et al., 2008). A numerical 284 

parametric study was conducted to determine the effects of wall stiffness on the basement-285 
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tunnel interaction when the basement was constructed directly above the tunnel. For the case 286 

when the relative density of sand was 68%, five retaining systems (i.e., a sheet pile wall, 0.6, 287 

0.96 and 1.5 m thick diaphragm walls and a rigid wall) were adopted to evaluate the effects 288 

of wall stiffness on the basement-tunnel interaction. Moreover, two final excavation depths of 289 

9 and 15 m were considered. Correspondingly, the initial cover depths (C) of the tunnel were 290 

2 D (12 m) and 3 D (18 m) respectively in the two scenarios. In all analyses, the clear 291 

distance between the tunnel crown and the formation level of the basement was kept at 0.5 D 292 

(3 m). The ratio between the wall penetration depth and the final excavation depth was taken 293 

as 0.5. A summary of all the numerical simulation parameters is given in Table 3.  294 

 295 

Finite element mesh and boundary conditions 296 

Figure 4 shows the three-dimensional finite element mesh used to back-analyse the 297 

centrifuge Test CD68. All dimensions in model scale were identical to those adopted in the 298 

centrifuge test. By conducting a numerical parametric study, the maximum difference of 299 

tunnel responses by adopting linear 8-node cubic (i.e., C3D8) and quadratic 20-node cubic 300 

elements (i.e., C3D20) to simulate soil stratum was within 6%. If C3D20 elements were used 301 

to replace C3D8 elements, the computational time was increased from 2 to 36 hours for each 302 

numerical run. In order to reduce computational time significantly, C3D8 elements were used 303 

to simulate the soil stratum in this study. According a numerical parametric study, the 304 

difference of tunnel responses by using 4-node shell elements (i.e., S4) and linear 8-node 305 

cubic elements (i.e., C3D8) to simulate sheet pile wall was less than 10%. Thus, the solid 306 

elements were selected to model both sheet pile wall and diaphragm wall in this study. Linear 307 

8-node cubic elements (i.e., C3D8) were used to model the sand stratum and the retaining 308 

wall, while the tunnel lining was simulated with 4-node shell elements (i.e., S4). In total, the 309 

entire mesh consisted of 28064 solid elements (i.e., C3D8), 608 shell elements (i.e., S4) and 310 
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32896 nodes. By using a laptop computer with a CPU of 3.4 GHz and a ram memory of 8 GB, 311 

it took about two hours to finish a numerical run.  312 

Soil movements were restrained in the x direction in the ABCD and EFGH planes, and 313 

in the y direction in the ABFE and CDHG planes. Moreover, soil movements in the x, y and z 314 

directions were restrained in the ADHE plane. In the numerical parametric study, the cover-315 

to-tunnel diameter ratio (C/D) was varied from 2.0 to 3.0, corresponding to the final 316 

excavation depth of 9 and 15 m, respectively. For the cases with the final excavation depth of 317 

15 m, the distance between the model wall and the outer boundary of the mesh was kept at 318 

least twice the final excavation depth to minimise boundary effects. By assuming a perfect 319 

contact of soil-structure interface, the computed maximum tunnel heave, longitudinal and 320 

transverse tensile strains were 11%, 12% and 6% smaller than those when interface friction 321 

angle was 20º (i.e., 2/3 φ′c, frictional angle at the critical state). Thus, a perfect contact of 322 

soil-structure interface was assumed for simplicity.  323 

 324 

Constitutive models and model parameters 325 

Sand behaviours were described by a user-defined hypoplastic soil model which was 326 

incorporated in the software package ABAQUS using open-source implementation available 327 

for free download on the web (Gudehus et al., 2008). Hypoplastic constitutive models were 328 

capable of describing nonlinear response of soils. Various hypoplastic models have been 329 

developed in a number of studies (Kolymbas, 1991; Gudehus, 1996; Von Wolffersdorff, 1996; 330 

Wu et al., 1996; Mašín, 2012; Mašín, 2013; Mašín, 2014). The model proposed by Von 331 

Wolffersdorff (1996) was adopted in the present simulation to describe the behaviours of 332 

Toyoura sand. Hypoplasticity is a particular class of soil constitutive models characterised by 333 

the following rate formulation [1]: 334 

 335 
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[1]                                                  


T fs(L: D + fdN||D||) 336 

 337 

where L is a fourth-order tensor, N is a second-order tensor, D is rate of deformation fs is a 338 

barotropy factor incorporating the dependency of the responses on mean stress level and fd is 339 

a pyknotropy factor including the influence of relative density. In the hypoplastic formulation, 340 

the strain is not divided into elastic and plastic components. 341 

The basic hypoplastic model requires eight material parameters (i.e., φ′c, hs, n, ed0, ec0, 342 

ei0,  and ). Parameter φ′c is angle of internal shearing resistance at critical state, which can 343 

be calibrated using the angle of repose test. Parameters hs and n describe the slope and shape 344 

of limiting void ratio lines, i.e., isotropic normal compression line, critical state line and 345 

minimum void ratio line. Parameters ed0, ec0 and ei0 are reference void ratios specifying 346 

positions of those three curves. eco and edo are related to emax (maximum void ratio) and emin 347 

(minimum void ratio) at zero stress level. By using results of oedometric test on loose sand, 348 

parameters hs, n and ec0 can be calibrated. Parameters ed0 and ei0 can typically be estimated 349 

using empirical correlations. Parameters  and  control the dependency of peak friction 350 

angle and shear stiffness on relative density, respectively. Both of them can be estimated 351 

using triaxial shear test results. More information on model calibration can be found in Herle 352 

and Gudehus (1999). 353 

By considering the intergranular strain concept, Niemunis and Herle (1997) enhanced 354 

the model for predictions of small strain stiffness and recent stress history. The modification 355 

requires five additional parameters, namely mR, mT, R, r and . Parameters mR and mT 356 

control very small strain shear modulus upon 180° and 90° change of strain path direction, 357 

respectively. The size of elastic range in the strain space is specified by parameter R. 358 

Parameters r and χ control the rate of stiffness degradation with strain. For details of 359 

calibration procedure for the intergranular strain concept, see Niemunis and Herle (1997). 360 
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Six parameters of Toyoura sand (φ′c, hs, n, ed0, ec0 and ei0) were obtained from Herle and 361 

Gudehus (1999), while triaxial test results reported by Maeda and Miura (1999) were used to 362 

calibrate parameters of  and . According to the measured stiffness degradation curve in the 363 

small strain range of Toyoura sand reported by Yamashita et al. (2000), five parameters 364 

related to the intergranular strain were calibrated. Summary of all the parameters adopted in 365 

the present simulations was in Table 4. The same parameter set has already been successfully 366 

adopted in simulation of centrifuge tests by Ng et al. (2013a; 2013b). By using the equation 367 

proposed by Jáky (1944), the coefficient of at-rest earth pressure of soil (i.e., K0 = 1-sin φ′c) 368 

was estimated to be 0.5. The void ratio of soil was considered as a state variable in the 369 

hypoplastic model. For sand with different relative densities, the hypoplastic model can be 370 

used to evaluate the basement-tunnel interaction with a single set of material parameters. At 1 371 

g conditions, void ratios of 0.78 and 0.72 (corresponding to relative sand density of 51% and 372 

68%) were inputted as initial values in the back analyses of Tests CD51 and CD68, 373 

respectively.  374 

A linearly elastic model was used to simulate the behaviours of the retaining wall and 375 

tunnel lining with Young’s modulus (Ealuminium) of 70 GPa and a Poisson ratio (ν) of 0.2. The 376 

aluminium alloy used for the retaining wall and tunnel lining had a unit weight of 27 kN/m3.  377 

 378 

Numerical modelling procedure 379 

The procedures adopted for numerical modelling were identical to those adopted for the 380 

centrifuge test. The exact simulation procedures are as follows: 381 

1. Establish the initial boundary and stress conditions of soil at 1 g (i.e., gravitational 382 

acceleration) by assuming that the coefficient of at-rest earth pressure of soil (K0) is 0.5. 383 

Then apply equivalent pressures on the wall and the formation level of the basement to 384 

simulate the existence of heavy fluid (ZnCl2) inside the basement. 385 
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2. Increase the gravitational acceleration from 1 g to 60 g for the entire mesh (including soil, 386 

tunnel and retaining wall) in four steps. At each step, increase also the corresponding 387 

lateral and vertical fluid pressures applied on the wall and the formation level of the 388 

basement. 389 

3. Decrease the lateral and vertical fluid pressures applied on the wall and the formation level 390 

of basement simultaneously (i.e., 3 steps in each run) to simulate the effects of basement 391 

excavation. 392 

 393 

INTERPRETATION OF MEASURED AND COMPUTED RESULTS  394 

All results are expressed in prototype scale unless stated otherwise.  395 

 396 

Vertical displacement at the crown of the tunnel along its longitudinal direction 397 

Figure 5 compares measured and computed vertical displacements at the crown of the 398 

tunnel along its longitudinal direction at the end of basement excavation. Positive and 399 

negative values denote tunnel heave and settlement, respectively. As the LVDT installed at 400 

the basement centre malfunctioned in Test CD68, tunnel heave was not obtained for that 401 

location.  402 

In Tests CD51 and CD68 (in which the basement was excavated directly above the 403 

tunnel), heave was induced in the tunnel along its longitudinal direction due to vertical stress 404 

relief. Upon completion of basement excavation, the measured maximum tunnel heave at the 405 

basement centre was 0.09% He (final excavation depth) when the relative sand density was 406 

51% (CD51). Moreover, the measured maximum tunnel heave in Test CD 68 (with a relative 407 

density of 68%) was 0.07% He at a distance of 0.2 L (basement length) from the basement 408 

centre. At this location, the tunnel heave in Test CD51 was only 5% larger than that in Test 409 

CD68. LTA (2000) recommended that the maximum tunnel movement be within 15 mm (i.e., 410 
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0.17% He). The maximum tunnel heave induced by basement excavation in this study is 411 

within the proposed allowable limit. The measured tunnel heaves gradually decreased with an 412 

increase in normalised distance from the basement centre. For the given model set-up, 413 

basement excavation exerted an influence on tunnel heave within 1.2 L (basement length) 414 

from the basement centre along the longitudinal direction of the tunnel. It was found that the 415 

measured and computed tunnel heaves in the longitudinal direction increased as the relative 416 

sand density decreased from 68% to 51%. Explanations are given in the next section. 417 

During basement excavation, heave was induced in the soil beneath the basement, while 418 

settlement occurred behind the retaining wall. As shown in Figure 5, settlement was induced 419 

in the existing tunnel located at the side of the basement. For basements supported by sheet 420 

pile (SS70) and diaphragm walls (SD69), the maximum induced tunnel settlements were 421 

0.018% He and 0.014% He, respectively. Note that the maximum tunnel settlement induced in 422 

Test SD 60 was less than 20% of the tunnel heave in Test CD68. Clearly the use of a 0.96 m 423 

thick diaphragm wall led to a 22% smaller maximum tunnel settlement than the use of a sheet 424 

pile wall. This is because a stiffer diaphragm wall can reduce the ground movements behind 425 

it and hence minimise tunnel settlement. The computed tunnel settlement also shows that 426 

tunnel settlement increased with decreasing wall stiffness. However, the profiles of the 427 

computed tunnel settlement were shallower and wider than the measured ones, probably 428 

because the stiffness anisotropy of soil was not properly captured by the constitutive model.  429 

 430 

Vertical stress and mobilised shear stiffness of soil along the tunnel crown and invert 431 

To fully understand the increase in tunnel heave with decreasing sand density (Tests 432 

CD51 and CD68), stress and stiffness of soil at the tunnel crown and invert along the 433 

longitudinal direction are compared. Figure 6a shows the computed changes in vertical stress 434 
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at the tunnel crown and invert along the longitudinal direction. Positive and negative values 435 

denote increases and decreases in stress acting on the tunnel lining, respectively.  436 

Along the tunnel crown, the vertical stress of soil beneath the basement was significantly 437 

reduced due to the removal of soil simulated by decreasing the lateral and vertical pressures 438 

applied on the wall and the formation level of the basement. On the contrary, an increase in 439 

vertical stress of up to 68 kPa was observed in the soil underneath the bottom of retaining 440 

wall. As basement excavation proceeded, the entire tunnel moved upward as shown in Fig. 5. 441 

Moreover, ground settlement was induced behind the retaining wall generating downward 442 

friction. Due to a combination of upward tunnel movement and downward wall-soil friction, 443 

stress in the soil between the retaining wall and the model tunnel increased accordingly. At a 444 

distance of 0.2 L (basement length) to 0.7 L behind the retaining wall, a slight increase in soil 445 

stress (less than 5 kPa) was observed at the crown. On the other hand, the vertical stress of 446 

soil beneath the tunnel invert decreased along the longitudinal direction of the tunnel, even at 447 

a distance of 1.0 L behind the retaining wall. This is because the existing tunnel moved 448 

upward during basement excavation resulting in stress reduction at the invert.  449 

At the end of basement excavation, the maximum changes in vertical stress at the tunnel 450 

crown and invert exceeded the allowable limit (i.e., ±20 kPa) set by BD (2009). Thus, the 451 

structural integrity of the existing tunnel should be reviewed based on changes in the loading 452 

condition acting on the lining. Cracks or even collapse may be induced in the tunnel, 453 

depending on the magnitude of stress changes surrounding the lining. Along the tunnel crown, 454 

stress changes in the soil behind the retaining wall stayed within the allowable limit. 455 

However, stress changes in the soil at the tunnel invert exceeded the allowable limit at a 456 

distance of less than 0.4 L behind the retaining wall. Note that the maximum vertical stress 457 

relief at the tunnel crown was about five times that at the invert. The large reduction in stress 458 

makes it imperative to review the structural integrity of the existing tunnel, especially at the 459 
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crown. Although the relative sand density in Test CD51 was 25% smaller than that in Test 460 

CD68, vertical stress relief at the tunnel crown and invert in looser soil was about 1% smaller 461 

than that in denser soil as expected.  462 

Figure 6b shows the relationships between the mobilised secant shear stiffness of soil at 463 

the tunnel crown and the normalised distance from the basement centreline. For clarity, the 464 

mobilised shear stiffness of soil at the tunnel invert is not shown in this figure. By taking the 465 

deviatoric stress (q) and shear strain (s) from numerical analyses, the mobilised secant shear 466 

stiffness (q/3s) of soil at a given stage can be obtained. After increasing g-level to 60 g, the 467 

mobilised secant shear stiffness of soil located directly underneath the diaphragm wall was 468 

much larger than that in other regions. This is because compression of the soil between the 469 

tunnel and the retaining wall resulted in higher soil stress in this region. Upon completion of 470 

basement excavation, the mobilised secant shear stiffness of soil beneath the basement was 471 

significantly reduced due to the removal of vertical stress at the tunnel crown (see Fig. 6a) 472 

and accumulative shear strain in soil. Although stress of soil located underneath the bottom of 473 

retaining wall increased as excavation proceeded, the stiffness of soil at this location was 474 

reduced. This is because basement excavation induced further compression of soil underneath 475 

the wall causing significant stiffness degradation. Due to stress relief along the tunnel invert 476 

(see Fig. 6a), the mobilised shear stiffness of soil along the invert decreased during basement 477 

excavation.  478 

Along the tunnel crown, the mobilised secant shear stiffness of soil beneath the 479 

basement in looser sand (CD51) was 35-42% smaller than that in denser sand (CD68) upon 480 

completion of increasing g-level and basement excavation. Moreover, the mobilised shear 481 

stiffness of soil at the tunnel invert in Test CD51 was 33% smaller than that in Test CD68. 482 

However, the differences in stress changes at the tunnel crown and invert were negligible 483 

when relative sand density varied from 68% to 51% (see Fig. 6a). Thus, an increase in tunnel 484 
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heave with decreasing sand density was observed. As the sand density decreased from 68% to 485 

51%, the maximum heave in tunnel increased by about 5%. This indicates that excavation-486 

induced maximum tunnel heave was not sensitive to a change in sand density from 68% to 487 

51% even though the mobilised shear stiffness of soil was significantly reduced by more than 488 

30% at the crown and invert.  489 

 490 

Displacement vectors of soil around the existing tunnel located at the side of the 491 

basement 492 

To improve the understanding of the variation in tunnel settlement with wall stiffness, 493 

displacement vectors of soil around the tunnel located at the side of the basement were 494 

computed. Figure 7 shows the computed displacement vectors of soil around the existing 495 

tunnel and the basement upon completion of excavation. As expected, heave was induced in 496 

the soil beneath the basement due to vertical stress relief. Because the forces on the excavated 497 

side and the retained side were unbalanced, the soil behind the retaining wall moved 498 

downward toward the basement. As shown in the figure, soil settlement was induced around 499 

the existing tunnel except at the right springline and the right knee resulting in tunnel 500 

settlement accordingly. In addition, the soil surrounding the existing tunnel also moved 501 

toward the basement, implying that the tunnel also bent toward the basement during 502 

excavation.  503 

The computed ground movement behind the retaining wall was much more significant 504 

when a sheet pile wall was adopted instead of a 0.96 m thick diaphragm wall. Moreover, 505 

induced heave in the soil beneath the basement increased as the flexural stiffness of the 506 

retaining wall reduced. This is because much more soil was squeezed into the basement and 507 

larger inward wall movement was induced when a sheet pile was used. As the lateral wall 508 

movement of the sheet pile wall was much larger than that of the diaphragm wall, a much 509 
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larger lateral soil movement was observed near the excavated side of retaining wall with a 510 

smaller flexural stiffness. It was also found that soil settlement around the existing tunnel 511 

increased with a reduction in the flexural stiffness of the retaining wall. Correspondingly, a 512 

trend of increasing tunnel settlement with a decrease in wall stiffness could be observed (see 513 

Fig. 5).  514 

The lateral and vertical movements of soil above the formation level and behind 515 

retaining wall decreased significantly when the retaining wall increased in stiffness. For a 516 

tunnel located at any of those locations, adopting a stiff retaining wall should be an effective 517 

way to alleviate the adverse effects of basement excavation.  518 

 519 

Changes in tunnel diameter 520 

Figure 8 compares measured and computed changes in tunnel diameter with the 521 

unloading ratio. All the results were taken at section S1which was located directly underneath 522 

basement (see Fig. 2a). The unloading ratio is defined as the excavation depth (H) to the 523 

initial tunnel cover depth (C). Positive and negative values denote elongation and 524 

compression of the tunnel, respectively.  525 

Due to a reduction in vertical stress accompanied by a smaller horizontal stress relief 526 

around the tunnel lining, vertical elongation and horizontal compression were induced in the 527 

tunnel located beneath the basement centre (i.e., section S1 as shown in Fig. 2a). The vertical 528 

elongation and horizontal compression of the tunnel increased with the unloading ratio. Once 529 

basement excavation had ended, the maximum vertical elongation (ΔDV) and horizontal 530 

compression (ΔDH) of the tunnel in Test CD51 were measured to be 0.16% D (tunnel 531 

diameter) and 0.20% D, respectively. Moreover, a maximum vertical elongation of 0.13% D 532 

and horizontal compression of 0.16% D were measured in the tunnel in Test CD68. BTS 533 

(2000) recommended that the maximum distortion of a tunnel ((ΔDV+ΔDH)/D) was within 534 
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2%. The maximum distortion induced in the existing tunnel (i.e., 0.36% D) in this study is 535 

within the recommended limit. 536 

At basement centre (i.e., section S1), the measured maximum vertical elongation and 537 

horizontal compression of the tunnel increased by 23% and 25%, respectively, as the relative 538 

sand density decreased from 68% to 51%. Computed results also show that the magnitude of 539 

tunnel deformation increased with a reduction in the sand density. However, the computed 540 

changes in tunnel diameters were 32% to 48% smaller than the measured ones.  541 

To explain the variations in tunnel diameters with sand density, the mobilised secant 542 

shear stiffness (G = q/3s) of soil along the transverse direction of the tunnel was computed at 543 

section S1 (i.e., underneath basement centre). Figure 9 shows the normalised secant shear 544 

modulus of soil along the transverse direction of the tunnel. In total, the secant shear modulus 545 

of soil at sixteen points was obtained. At each location, the secant modulus of soil with a 546 

relative density of 51% (i.e., GCD51) was normalised by that in a sand with a relative density 547 

of 68% (i.e., GCD68). Due to a smaller void ratio in a denser sand, the normalised secant shear 548 

modulus of soil (GCD51/GCD68) along the transverse tunnel direction was about 0.65 after the 549 

g-level was increased to 60 g. Upon completion of simulating basement excavation, the 550 

normalised shear modulus of soil above the tunnel springline was decreased to 0.58, but that 551 

of soil below the tunnel springline was increased to 0.73. After increasing g-level and 552 

basement excavation, the computed soil stiffness around the transverse tunnel direction in a 553 

looser sand (i.e., CD51) was found to be much smaller than that in a denser sand (i.e., CD68). 554 

This implies that a tunnel buried in a looser sand is less resistant to vertical elongation when 555 

it was subjected to stress relief. Moreover, a larger inward wall movement is induced in a 556 

looser sand (i.e., CD51) due to a smaller stiffness of soil around the tunnel. Thus, basement 557 

excavation in a looser sand caused a larger horizontal compression in a tunnel. Because of 558 

these two factors, larger vertical elongations are induced in the tunnel accordingly. 559 
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Correspondingly, a larger horizontal compression is induced in a tunnel buried in a looser 560 

sand.  561 

 562 

Induced strain in the tunnel along its transverse direction  563 

Figure 10 shows the measured and computed strains at the outer surface of the tunnel 564 

lining along the transverse direction of the tunnel. All the strains presented in this figure are 565 

incremental, i.e., due to basement excavation only. Positive and negative values denote 566 

tensile and compressive strains, respectively. By taking bending moment of the aluminium 567 

alloy tube from centrifuge tests and numerical analyses, strain of an unreinforced concrete 568 

tunnel with equivalent flexural stiffness (i.e., with Young’s modulus of 35 GPa and thickness 569 

of 230 mm) was calculated by using beam theory. All the results were taken at two sections 570 

of existing tunnel, i.e., directly beneath (section S1) and 0.33 L (section S2) away from the 571 

basement centre, respectively. 572 

Due to symmetrical stress relief around the tunnel lining, the profiles of measured and 573 

computed strains were symmetrical for the tunnel located directly beneath and 0.33 L away 574 

from basement centre (i.e., sections S1 and S2) as expected. Tensile strains were induced at 575 

the outer surface of the tunnel crown, shoulder, knee and invert, corresponding to elongation 576 

of the tunnel at those locations. On the other hand, compressive strain was measured and 577 

computed at the outer surface of the tunnel springline, corresponding to compression of the 578 

tunnel at that particular location. Variations in strains in the tunnel along its transverse 579 

direction were consistent with changes in tunnel diameters measured by the potentiometers 580 

(see Fig. 8). Upon completion of basement excavation, the maximum tensile strain of 132 581 

μin the tunnel along its transverse direction was measured beneath the basement centre (i.e., 582 

section S1). According to ACI224R (2001), the ultimate tensile strain of unreinforced 583 

concrete is 150 μ. So if the tensile strain in the existing tunnel is above 18 μeven before 584 
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basement excavation, the tunnel could crack. Compared with the strain at section S1 (i.e., 585 

beneath the basement centre), the strain at section S2 (i.e., 0.33 L away from the basement 586 

centre) was reduced by 20-30%. 587 

Both measured and computed maximum tensile strain at the tunnel crown was much 588 

larger than that at the invert. This is because the tunnel crown experienced a much larger 589 

stress relief than the invert (see Fig. 6a). At a given tensile strain in the tunnel along its 590 

transverse direction, the crown was more vulnerable to cracking than the invert. For tunnel 591 

located directly underneath basement centre (i.e., section S1), the measured maximum tensile 592 

strains in the tunnel along its transverse direction were 132 and 110 μ, respectively, in Tests 593 

CD51 and CD68. This indicates that the measured maximum tensile strain in the tunnel 594 

increased by 20% when the relative sand density decreased from 68% (CD68) to 51% 595 

(CD51). The computed maximum tensile strain also increased with a reduction in sand 596 

density. It is consistent with variations in tunnel diameters with the relative sand density as 597 

shown in Fig. 8. This is because a looser soil is less stiff around a tunnel and hence the 598 

inward wall movement would be larger.  599 

In the cases of SD69 and SS70 (in which the basement was excavated at the side of the 600 

tunnel), both measured and computed strains showed that the shape of the tunnel was clearly 601 

distorted due to unsymmetrical stress relief and shearing around it. At both sections S1 and 602 

S2, the maximum tensile strain was measured and computed in the right shoulder (close to 603 

the basement) of the tunnel. Upon completion of basement excavation, the maximum tensile 604 

strains in the tunnel located at basement centre (i.e., section S1) were measured to be 34and 605 

69 μ respectively in Tests SD69 and SS70. Under the same sand density and wall stiffness, 606 

the maximum transverse tensile strain of tunnel in Test SD60 was only about 31% of that in 607 

Test CD68. At section S1, the measured maximum tensile strain in the tunnel located at the 608 

side of the basement (i.e., 69 μ in Test SS70) was only 52% of that in the tunnel located 609 
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directly beneath the basement (i.e., 132 μ in Test CD51). It is obvious that the maximum 610 

tensile strain in the tunnel along its transverse direction was reduced by more than 50% when 611 

a diaphragm wall was adopted to replace a sheet pile wall. As expected, the sheet pile wall 612 

moved inward to a larger extent causing a greater stress reduction around the tunnel lining. A 613 

discussion on the reduced normal stress acting on the tunnel lining is given in the next section.  614 

According to the numerical parametric study by Shi et al. (2015), the basement-tunnel 615 

interaction at basement centre could be simplified as a plane strain condition when the 616 

excavation length (i.e., L) along the longitudinal tunnel direction reached 9 He (excavation 617 

depth). For the short excavation (i.e., L/He = 2.0) reported in this study, induced tunnel heave 618 

and transverse tensile strain at basement centre were less than 30% of that in a long and 619 

narrow excavation (i.e., L/He = 9.0). It implies that corner stiffening in a short excavation 620 

significantly reduced tunnel heave and tensile strain by basement excavation. 621 

 622 

Reduced normal stress acting on the tunnel lining along its transverse direction  623 

Figure 11 shows the reduction in normal stress acting on the tunnel lining along its 624 

transverse direction as a result of basement excavation. Excavation induced reduction in 625 

normal stress around tunnel lining is computed in section S1 which is located beneath 626 

basement centre For a tunnel located beneath the basement centre (CD51 and CD68), the 627 

profiles of reduced normal stress acting on the tunnel lining were symmetrical as expected. 628 

Stress relief along the vertical direction was larger than that along the horizontal direction. 629 

Thus, the existing tunnel was vertically elongated and horizontally compressed (see Figs. 8 & 630 

10). Accordingly, tensile strain was induced at the outer surface of the tunnel crown and 631 

invert, while compressive strain was observed at the outer surface of the tunnel springline. 632 

Note that the reduction in normal stress at the tunnel crown was about five times larger than 633 

that at the invert. Correspondingly, a much larger tensile strain was induced at the crown than 634 
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at the invert (see Fig. 10). As expected, the extent of normal stress reduction around the 635 

tunnel lining changed little (less than 1%) as the relative sand density decreased from 68% 636 

(CD68) to 51% (CD51). However, the maximum transverse tensile strain at the tunnel crown 637 

in Test CD51 was 20% larger than that in Test CD68. This is because a looser soil is less stiff 638 

around the tunnel (see Fig. 9) and hence the wall moved inward to a greater extent. Thus, a 639 

stiffer retaining wall can be used to reduce excavation-induced tensile strain in the tunnel 640 

along its transverse direction.  641 

For a tunnel located at the side of the basement, the reduction in normal stress acting on 642 

the tunnel lining was clearly asymmetrical. The stress relief at the tunnel right shoulder and 643 

springline, which are closer to the basement, was much larger than that at other locations. 644 

Correspondingly, the tunnel lining was elongated toward the basement as shown in Fig. 10. 645 

Note that a much larger stress reduction occurred around the tunnel lining when the sheet pile 646 

wall (SS70), as opposed to the diaphragm wall (SD69), was adopted. Due to an increase in 647 

stress relief around the tunnel lining with decreasing wall stiffness, a much larger transverse 648 

tensile strain was observed in Test SS70 than in Test SD69 (see Fig. 10).  649 

For a tunnel located beneath the basement centre (CD51 and CD68), the reduction in 650 

normal stress around the tunnel lining exceeded the allowable limit (of 20 kPa according to 651 

BD (2009)). Because of large stress changes around existing tunnel, attention should be paid 652 

to the integrity of existing tunnel lining. For a tunnel located at the side of the basement 653 

(SD69 and SS70), however, only the section of the tunnel lining closest to the basement 654 

experienced stress changes larger than the allowable limit. Note that the maximum reduction 655 

in normal stress in the latter tunnel was 43% of that in the former tunnel. This is consistent 656 

with the measured tensile strain in tunnel (i.e., located outside the basement) along its 657 

transverse direction as shown in Fig. 10.  658 

 659 
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Induced strain in the tunnel along its longitudinal direction  660 

Figure 12 shows the measured and computed strains in the tunnel along its longitudinal 661 

direction. Positive and negative values denote tensile and compressive strains at the tunnel 662 

crown, corresponding to hogging and sagging moments, respectively.  663 

For a tunnel located directly beneath the basement centre (CD51 and CD68), the profiles 664 

of measured strains at the tunnel crown along the longitudinal direction were symmetrical 665 

with respect to the basement centre as expected. This implies that uniformity was achieved in 666 

the preparation of sand samples. Due to differential tunnel heave as shown in Fig. 5, hogging 667 

and sagging moments were induced at the basement centre and other locations. By inspecting 668 

the strains measured at the tunnel crown along the longitudinal direction of the tunnel, the 669 

inflection point where strain is equal to zero can be identified. In these two tests, the 670 

inflection point, where the shear force was at a maximum, was about 0.8 L (i.e., basement 671 

length) away from the basement centre.  672 

A reasonably good agreement between measured and computed results was obtained 673 

except for induced strain at the basement centre. Both measured and computed strains in the 674 

tunnel along its longitudinal direction increased due to a reduction in sand density. Upon 675 

completion of basement excavation, the measured maximum strains in the hogging and 676 

sagging regions increased by 15% and 13%, respectively, as the relative sand density 677 

decreased from 68% (CD68) to 51% (CD51). This is consistent with the finding shown in Fig. 678 

5 that longitudinal tunnel heave increased as soil density was reduced. This is because the 679 

mobilised shear stiffness of soil at the tunnel crown and invert was significantly reduced as 680 

sand density decreased from 68% to 51%, while differences in soil stress relief at those 681 

locations were negligible (see Fig. 6).  682 

For clarity, induced strain in the tunnel located at the side of the basement is not shown 683 

in Figure 12. Due to excavation-induced differential settlement of that tunnel (see Fig. 5), 684 
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sagging and hogging moments were induced at the basement centre and other locations, 685 

respectively. Once basement excavation had ended, the maximum tensile strains at tunnel 686 

crown were measured to be 12 and 18 μ, respectively, when the tunnel was retained by the 687 

diaphragm wall (SD69) and when it was retained by the sheet pile wall (SS70). In addition, 688 

the measured maximum tensile strains at the tunnel springline in Tests SD69 and SS70 were 689 

5 and 12 μ respectively. Therefore, using a diaphragm wall (SD69) instead of a sheet pile 690 

wall (SS70) reduced the measured maximum tensile strains in the tunnel along its 691 

longitudinal direction by up to 58%. This is because a stiffer wall can reduce the ground 692 

movements behind it and hence minimise tensile strain in a tunnel. Moreover, the maximum 693 

longitudinal tensile strain of tunnel in Test SD60 was only about 18% of that in Test CD68. 694 

For a tunnel located at the side of the basement, the maximum strains in the longitudinal 695 

and transverse directions were only 23% and 53% of the corresponding values for a tunnel 696 

located directly beneath the basement. Moreover, the maximum movement of the former 697 

tunnel was measured to be just 21% of that of the latter tunnel. By using a sheet pile wall to 698 

replace a diaphragm wall, excavation induced responses of tunnel at a side of basement (i.e., 699 

SS70) were still small. Thus, it is decided that the influence of sand density on tunnel 700 

responses was not considered for this case. In this paper, the numerical parametric study only 701 

focused on the influence of wall stiffness on the responses of tunnel when it was located 702 

directly underneath basement centre. 703 

 704 

Effects of wall stiffness on three-dimensional tensile strains induced in the tunnel 705 

Figure 13 shows the relationships between wall stiffness and excavation-induced three-706 

dimensional tensile strains in the tunnel located directly beneath the basement centre. All the 707 

strains plotted in this figure are due to overlying basement excavation only. A retaining wall 708 

with a flexural stiffness (EwIw) of 2.58×105 MN·m in prototype is equivalent to a 4.5 m thick 709 
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diaphragm wall assuming Young’s modulus of concrete of 35 GPa. Since the induced 710 

maximum lateral movement of the wall was less than 0.1 mm in prototype, the retaining wall 711 

can be considered as a rigid wall. In this case, the induced heave and tensile strain in the 712 

tunnel were attributed to vertical stress relief and soil movement behind the retaining wall 713 

rather than inward wall movement.  714 

As shown in Figure 13a, the maximum tensile strain in the tunnel along its longitudinal 715 

direction increased slightly when wall stiffness increased from 80 (sheet pile wall) to 716 

9.84×103 MN·m (1.5 m diaphragm wall) in prototype. However, tensile strain in the tunnel 717 

did not change much when wall stiffness was further increased to 2.58×105 MN·m (rigid 718 

wall). The maximum tensile strain in the tunnel along its longitudinal direction was computed 719 

to have varied by up to 15% when a rigid wall was adopted instead of a sheet pile wall. This 720 

implies that the maximum tensile strain induced in the tunnel along its longitudinal direction 721 

is insensitive to the flexural stiffness of retaining wall, given the model geometry used.  722 

In contrast, induced maximum tensile strain at the crown of the tunnel along its 723 

transverse direction was significantly affected by the flexural stiffness of the retaining wall as 724 

shown in Figure 13b. The maximum tensile strain was reduced by more than 40% when a 1.5 725 

m thick diaphragm wall was adopted instead of a sheet pile wall. Another 10% reduction in 726 

the maximum tensile strain was made by further increasing the wall stiffness to 2.58×105 727 

MN·m (i.e., rigid wall). This is because inward wall movement was significantly reduced for 728 

the stiff diaphragm wall and so the tensile strain in the tunnel was minimised. Adopting a stiff 729 

retaining wall is therefore an effective way to reduce the maximum tensile strain induced in 730 

the tunnel along its transverse direction by basement excavation.  731 

The maximum tensile strain in the tunnel along its longitudinal direction differed by 732 

less than 15% when a rigid wall was adopted as opposed to a sheet pile wall. However, the 733 

maximum tensile strain at the tunnel crown along its transverse direction was reduced by 734 
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more than 50%. This is because a tunnel has a much smaller flexural stiffness in the 735 

transverse direction than in the longitudinal direction. 736 

 737 

SUMMARY AND CONCLUSIONS 738 

A series of three-dimensional centrifuge tests were designed and carried out to 739 

investigate the effects of sand density and retaining wall stiffness on responses of a tunnel to 740 

basement excavation. Three-dimensional numerical back-analyses and a parametric study 741 

were also conducted to improve the fundamental understanding of these effects on the 742 

basement-tunnel interaction. Based on the measured and computed results, the following 743 

conclusions may be drawn:  744 

(1) For the tunnel located directly beneath the basement, excavation-induced heave and 745 

strain along its longitudinal direction were not sensitive to a change in sand density from 746 

68% to 51%, even though the mobilised shear stiffness of soil was significantly reduced 747 

by more than 30% at the crown and invert.  748 

(2) Due to a reduction in vertical stress accompanied by a relatively smaller horizontal 749 

stress relief around the tunnel lining, vertical elongation and horizontal compression 750 

were induced in the tunnel located directly beneath the basement centre. The elongation 751 

and maximum tensile strain induced in the tunnel along its transverse direction increased 752 

by more than 20% as the relative sand density decreased from 68% to 51%. This is 753 

because a looser soil is less stiff around the tunnel resulting in a larger inward wall 754 

movement. Tunnel responses along the transverse direction are more sensitive to density 755 

variations because a tunnel has a much smaller stiffness along this direction than along 756 

the longitudinal direction. 757 

(3) For the tunnel located at the side of the basement, the measured maximum settlement 758 

and strain along its longitudinal direction were reduced by up to 22% and 58%, 759 
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respectively, when a diaphragm wall was adopted instead of a sheet pile wall. This is 760 

because a stiffer diaphragm wall can significantly reduce the ground movements behind 761 

it and hence minimise the longitudinal settlement of the tunnel. Thus, a stiff wall can be 762 

used to alleviate basement excavation induced adverse effects on existing tunnel. 763 

(4) Because of unsymmetrical stress relief and shearing, distortion was induced in the 764 

transverse direction of the existing tunnel located at the side of the basement. When the 765 

tunnel was placed behind a sheet pile wall, the maximum tensile strain in the tunnel 766 

along its transverse direction was twice as large as that when the tunnel was placed 767 

behind a diaphragm wall. This is because the normal stress relief around the tunnel was 768 

much larger in the former case. Thus, a stiffer retaining wall can be used to alleviate 769 

excavation-induced tensile strain in the tunnel along its transverse direction.  770 

(5) Under the same soil density and wall stiffness, basement excavation induced maximum 771 

movement and tensile strains in the tunnel located at a side of basement were about 30% 772 

of the corresponding values measured in the tunnel located directly beneath basement 773 

centre. For given the model geometry in this study, it is thus suggested to construct a 774 

basement at a side of tunnel rather than above it. 775 

(6) For the tunnel located directly beneath basement centre, dimensionless calculation charts 776 

were developed to estimate the influence of wall stiffness on the maximum tensile strain 777 

of tunnel along its longitudinal and transverse directions. Three-dimensional tensile 778 

strains induced in the tunnel by basement excavation were observed in the calculation 779 

charts. The maximum tensile strain induced in the tunnel along its longitudinal direction 780 

was insensitive to wall stiffness while a stiffer retaining wall significantly reduced the 781 

maximum tensile strain induced in the transverse direction. This is because a tunnel has 782 

a much smaller flexural stiffness along its transverse direction than along its longitudinal 783 

direction. 784 
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Tables 942 

 943 

Table 1. Relevant scaling laws (Taylor, 1995; Ng et al., 2013b) 944 

Parameter 
Scaling law 

(model/prototype) 

Gravity (m/s2) N 

Length (m) 1/N 

Strain 1 

Stress (kPa) 1 

Density (kg/m3) 1 

Unit weight (N/m3) N 

Bending moment (N·m) 1/N 3 

Bending moment per meter run (N·m/m) 1/N 2 

Flexural stiffness (N·m2) 1/N 4 

Flexural stiffness per meter run (N·m2/m) 1/N 3 

 945 

 946 

Table 2. Centrifuge test program 947 

ID 
Relative sand 

density (Dr) 

Retaining 

wall type 
Remark 

CD51 51% DW Basement constructed directly above the existing 

tunnel CD68 68% DW 

SD69 69% DW 
Basement constructed at the side of the existing 

tunnel SS70 70% SW 

DW: diaphragm wall; SW: sheet pile wall 948 

 949 

 950 

Table 3. Numerical analysis program  951 

Tunnel location 
Relative sand 

density (Dr) 
Retaining wall type 

Cover-to-

diameter ratio 

(C/D) 

Final 

excavation 

depth, He (m) 

Beneath the 

basement centre 
68% 

SW, DW (0.6, 0.96 

and 1.5 m), RW 

2 9 

3 15 

At the side of the 

basement 

69% DW (0.96 m) 
2 9 

70% SW 

DW: diaphragm wall; SW: sheet pile wall; RW: rigid wall 952 
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Table 4. Summary of material parameters adopted for finite element analysis (Ng et al., 953 

2013a; 2013b) 954 

Angle of internal shearing resistance at critical state, '

c
 () a 30 

Hardness of granulates, hs (GPa) a 2.6 

Exponent, n a 0.27 

Minimum void ratio at zero pressure, edo
a 0.61 

Critical void ratio at zero pressure, eco
a 0.98 

Maximum void ratio at zero pressure, eio
a 1.10 

Exponent, b 0.14 

Exponent, b 3 

Parameter controlling initial shear modulus upon 

180 strain path reversal, mR 
b 

8 

Parameter controlling initial shear modulus upon 

90 strain path reversal, mT 
b 

4 

Size of elastic range, R b 2×10-5 

Parameter controlling degradation rate of 

stiffness with strainr 
b 

0.1 

Parameter controlling degradation rate of 

stiffness with strain b 
1.0 

Coefficient of at-rest earth pressure, Ko 0.5 

a: Obtained from Herle and Gudehus (1999) 955 
b: Calibrated from triaxial test results for Toyoura sand (Maeda and Miura, 1999; Yamashita 956 

et al., 2000) 957 

φ′c: Determined from angle of repose test 958 
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Fig. 1. Plan view of the centrifuge model 
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Fig. 2. Elevation views of the centrifuge model: (a) section A-A and (b) section B-B 
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Fig. 3. (a) Types and locations of instruments installed on the existing tunnel; (b) 

Transverse section view; (c) Longitudinal section view (Unit: mm. All dimensions in 

model scale) 
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Fig. 4. (a) The three-dimensional finite element mesh adopted in this study; (b) 

Intersection of the tunnel and the retaining wall in detail (Unit: mm. All dimensions in 

model scale) 
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Fig. 5. Normalised vertical displacement of the tunnel along its longitudinal direction 
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(b) 

Fig. 6. Computed soil responses around the tunnel: (a) changes in vertical stress at the 

crown and invert; (b) mobilised secant shear stiffness of soil at the crown 
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(a) Basement supported by a diaphragm wall 
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Fig. 7. Computed soil displacement vectors around the basement and the tunnel  
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Fig. 8. Elongation and compression of the tunnel located beneath the basement centre 
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Fig. 10. Induced strain at the outer surface of the tunnel along its transverse direction 
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(b) Influence of flexural stiffness of retaining wall 5 

Fig. 11. Reduced normal stress acting on the tunnel lining in section S1 (Unit: kPa) 6 
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Sign convention: 

+: tensile strain  

-: compressive strain  
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(a) Maximum tensile strain in tunnel along its longitudinal direction 16 
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(b) Maximum tensile strain at crown of tunnel along its transverse direction  18 

Fig. 13. Effects of wall stiffness on three-dimensional tensile strains induced in the 19 

tunnel by basement excavation 20 
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